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FIRE OPERATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE - Minutes 
Thursday, December 15, 2022 – 08:00 Hours 

Virtual  
1. Call to Order  
Chief Tanner called the meeting to order at 08:02 hours. 
 
AC Brian Becker  Bartlett 
Chief Matthew Beyer  Bloomingdale  
Chief Rob Schultz  Carol Stream 
Chief Brian Leahy  Clarendon Hills  
Chief Jim Karasek  Darien-Woodridge 
DC Jim Lahanis   Darien-Woodridge  
Chief Scott Spinazola  Downers Grove  
Chief Chris Clark  Glen Ellyn 
Chief Rich Cassady  Glenside 
DC Jeff Buccola   Glenside 
Chief Eric Fors   Hanover Park 
Chief Steve Demas  Lisle-Woodridge 
Chief Rick Sander  Lombard  
DC Ray Kickert   Lombard 
Interim Chief Kevin Fleege Oak Brook  
Chief Ralph DeLuca, Jr.  Oakbrook Terrace 
 

 
Chief Andy Dina  Warrenville 
Chief Patrick Tanner (Chair) West Chicago  
AC Tim Ledig   West Chicago  
Chief Steve Evans (Vice-Chair) Winfield 
Chief Rick Sanborn, Jr.   York Center 
DC Brett Mowery   York Center 
Director Jessica Robb  DU-COMM* 
DD Nicole Lamela  DU-COMM* 
DD Matt Baarman  DU-COMM* 
MIS Mgr. Scott Klein  DU-COMM* 
Coordinator John Lozar  DU-COMM* 
CM Tyler Benjamin  DU-COMM* 
Train. Coord. A. Schretter DU-COMM* 
Adm. Asst. Tiffany Myers DU-COMM 
Exec Sec. Christine Keifer DU-COMM* 
* at DU-COMM 
 

2. Approval of Meeting Minutes: 
A. November 17, 2022 
Chief Spinazola made the motion to approve the November 17, 2022 minutes and Chief DeLuca seconded. Motion 
approved by unanimous voice vote.  
   
3. Peer Review - None 
 
4. Reports 
A. Staff 
DD Lamela noted Executive Director Jessica Robb on the call today. DD Lamela summarized report, six (6) TCs in 
training and interviews scheduled today. Plan to start another class in January. Call Takers to help dispatch. Continue 
work with ETSB CAD focus group regarding call types and await ACDC approval. CAD to SIS interface should go-live in 
January. Training side worked well and talked to members about keyholder information. Chief Tanner asked about plan to 
implement Call Takers, and DD Lamela noted with next group of applicants and one in training currently. Will use in peak 
hours 9:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m. Three Call Takers in the morning and three in the afternoon with overlap during heavy midday 
volume. Ten-week training after classroom. Hope to have in service by spring. 
 
B. ETSB 
Director Robb noted the discussion regarding the ETSB signing the mental health statement and concerns regarding 
possible financial commitment. Clarification needed. DU-COMM signed the statement and the DuPage Police Chiefs and 
DuPage Fire Chiefs also supported. DD Baarman noted several agenda items: the ETSB approved the switch to a new 
translation service; Voiance. The police to rename their talkgroups - instead of 1West, will be PD1, etc. for all DuPage 
County talkgroups. Effective date unknown, to be discussed, and PAC recommended. Chief Tanner asked if agencies 
submitted their fleet maps to the ETSB, and DD Baarman noted police did, but believes fire sheets are being collected.   
 
C. MABAS Divisions (2, 10, 12, 16)  
Chief Dina noted Fermi Lab is an associate member of MABAS 16. Effective January 1, Argonne Labs to be a full 
member of MABAS 16, but will maintain an associate membership with MABAS 10.   
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D. Apparatus Changes  
Chief Dina noted Warrenville D12 (Dive 12) changed to D11 (Dive 11).  
 
5. Committees 
A. Fire Marshal Meeting – February 1, 2023 
 
B. Fire Standardization Committee 
Chief Spinazola noted meetings cancelled and no report.  
 
6. Old Business  
A. Radio Replacement – Safety Advisory 
DD Lamela noted Bloomingdale Fire provided the NIOSH Safety Advisory for radio emergency activations, which will 
require changes to Written Directives. With radio deployment, important to review and use as training for field units. 
Normally on a fireground channel, dispatch would not have been able to hear, or see, the emergency activation. Preparing 
for new radios and directive, take these suggestions into consideration. Chief Spinazola noted discussions on the use of 
fireground ops channels and hearing more departments use them. From the FS perspective, there is no expectation that a 
TC monitors fire ops channels regularly. Only if staffing allows. If using fire ops instead of your normal fireground, know a 
TC may not monitor, and DD Lamela confirmed, but if you hit the emergency button on that channel it will issue a loud 
sound on every console logged in. Expectations are for us to find the emergency activation and handle. May not hear the 
verbal, but emergency button activations will be reported to Command. Chief Tanner noted as part of the training, all 
portable radios see and hear the activations. TCs must know they are not the only ones that see or hear the activations on 
portable radios. DD Lamela noted police greatly helped and train on it often and TCs know. DD Lamela noted Chiefs 
approved the directive to ensure the emergency is cleared from the system, which includes the owner of the portable 
either push the button to reset, or get someone to the person to reset the radio. This will take priority on the channel until 
completed.  
 
Chief Dina noted the portable APEXNEXT XNs passed and were released from the NFP labs. Radios being manufactured 
and accessories issued. Please complete and submit fleet maps to the ETSB, via ZenDesk ticket. Work on templates 
continue and two or three meetings from completing - meet every week. A new channel, 7AG88D from SWIT template.  
“AG” Air to ground, helicopters added to their radios with IREACH, after extensive tests found the channel is more reliable 
than IREACH. It will be in our new template - part of SWIT. Not named helicopter, as it is not our channel. Conventional 
fire ground channels are in the template and each talkgroup is assigned a channel. That will not change, and ask 
agencies to stay consistent with it, however, if they want they may add a different conventional fire ground channel for 
surrounding communities. Be aware other agencies may be affected by this addition. Chief Spinazola asked about 
consistency; why not stay with what was designated in the past, e.g.: Fireground Red for fire South as primary. Chief Dina 
noted that was asked, but if an agency wants to change, we will not stop them unless the Standardization Committee 
does. Chief Spinazola asked if the emergency button on the mobile radios send an emergency activation, and if not, will 
the next generation of mobiles have emergency button activation. Coordinator Lozar confirmed the emergency button 
does not activate the mobiles for police or fire. A decision made in the 2010 radio rollout, due to the likelihood of 
accidental activation, but the matter could be discussed at the committees if needed. Chief Tanner asked if the group 
wants the matter discussed further and there was no request.  
 
B. CAD to SIS Interface – Update  
DD Lamela noted plan to go-live in January. TC to test the program with a push to CAD button to check for issues before 
it will go-live. Agencies get weekly reports regarding alarms to assist with issues. Manager Klein noted waiting on SIS to 
answer questions.  
 
7. New Business  
A.  VHF System Refresh  
DD Baarman shared screen and gave presentation on the VHF system refresh - from Support Services meeting. 
Summarized the TAIT 8100 base stations and simulcast systems were deployed to meet the narrow banding mandate in 
2012. The equipment now reaching end of life. Techs developed the requirements and the system uses two-tone 
sequential paging, interoperability with agencies that don’t have STARCOM radios, or use legacy radios. Backup to 
STARCOM 21 trunking. Techs seek IP backhaul, currently analog. Techs support, and pricing discussed at Support 
Services. Many products available, and top candidates reviewed and compared. Want to be vendor diverse in the event 
Motorola has issues. Selex is used for police backup today. Tait 9400, is a follow-up to 8100 used for fire today. Pricing is 
about the same for Tait and Selex, and Selex offers manufacturer’s support with the warranty. Techs recommended 
Selex. Also discussed the coverage expectation. For DU-COMM, STARACOM will become the primary, although some 
agencies rely heavily on VHF. From a fiscal standpoint, unknown if it can be built to a greater coverage than STRACOM 
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and the technology is different. The 800 band covers differently than VHF.  Starcom uses 12 county sites and difficult to 
argue DU-COMM’s backup needs more sites than Starcom. Support Services recommended at least street level coverage 
on portables. Unsure if toning will be impacted, will still have 3-5 transmit sites per channel, but the number of receive 
sites could be reduced. Reviewed last week at Support Services and today need Chiefs approval to proceed. Would then 
take to the Executive Committee. Funds budgeted. Plan to pilot on one channel before all the equipment is ordered. 
Asked for feedback. Chief Tanner asked if the project would maintain the VHF system functionality and DD Baarman 
agreed. Could be gains in an IP based transport, help simplify network needs, debugging to be easier, and more reliable, 
clearer audio. DD Baarman asked if okay to proceed to Executive Committee and to discuss at Support Services on which 
channels and method. Chief Tanner asked if anyone opposed the plan, and there was no opposition.  
 
8. Other Business 
A.  MPS connectivity issues – CADViewer 
DD Lamela noted the last Emergency Operations training, everyone advised, including the ETSB, and still had MPS 
connectivity issues. Asked for direction. Some members have copied her on their ZenDesk tickets. Has four dates, but 
there are more. The ETSB must support us 24/7 and that is not happening with MPS and CADViewer. Asked FSA for 
support, and advised to create a plan. DU-COMM and ACDC created a plan, but it is not being supported. Emergency 
Ops training depends on connectivity. One of two things: develop a different plan, or this group needs to support at the 
next FSA. A solution is needed before spring and need help for this known issue. Chief Tanner noted on a Monday 
morning we were to go into Emergency Ops, but events and units did not refresh. So if running Emergency Ops from 
MPS, would not see the calls. He notices this issue all the time, Chief Fors and he are diligent about sending tickets and 
hopefully others are watching too. It is a problem when we can’t do Emergency Ops from the MPS. To solve, must go to 
Netviewer to watch, and must have Netviewer on mobile computer, or desktop, otherwise unable to see the 3 and 4 until 
the ETSB refreshes the system. Ongoing issue for several years. Chris Clark noted although it impacts Emergency Ops, 
Glen Ellyn uses this functionality daily and for most of the Thanksgiving weekend it was lacking. This caused operational 
problems as they couldn’t see other incidents, or status of vehicles. The issue just needs to be fixed. Chief Tanner 
suggested Fire Chiefs draft a letter to the ETSB, if this group agrees, with all the reasons this is an issue including daily 
issue for Glen Ellyn. Chief Fors agreed, a letter maybe discuss at FSA, to name the solutions. One solution in the past, 
MIS had direct operational access that enabled them to reset servers and monitor the system. DU-COMM no longer has 
that functionality for our on-call Techs, which had been the case. FSA could come up with the recommendation on behalf 
of this group. Chief Tanner agreed, and noted unsure about the root cause, thought it was related to mapping. They need 
to determine the root cause too to know how to fix it. Chief Fors noted for the CADview daily functionality - no system 
monitors it to alert anyone when it is down. Users find the issue. Not a robust, redundant, system and needs a different 
option. Chief Clark was told that ETSB identified a software issue that will be corrected in the update in January. Not sure 
if that is true or not. DD Lamela noted the software update was due in November, then December, and now January. We 
asked multiple times for documentation regarding the software upgrade changes. DD Lamela noted ETSB knows about 
the issue, but there is no sense of urgency to fix it 
 
At 8:45 a.m. Chief Tanner requested Chief Evans to Chair the meeting, as he needed to attend another meeting.  
 
Chief Evans asked about ACDC’s positon on the matter. DD Lamela confirmed it impacts ACDC, but they don’t use the 
system as much, and when things break, they don’t complain. ACDC does not see things the same way regarding 
functionality. Director Robb noted having ACDC on the same page, would have more impact in penning this letter to the 
ETSB. Chief Fors suggested interim solution of MIS support is important, and Chief Evans agreed. Chief Fors suggested 
the FSA make the recommendations that supports this groups wants. Chief Evans asked if anyone opposed, and there 
was no opposition.   
 
DD Lamela noted support needed. Our EMD protocols are more conservative than ACDC. ACDC is not interested to 
match our protocol, which is a problem. DD Lamela ask them to split EMD protocols and ACDC Director Srejma 
suggested we get a different medical control, which is not an option. Will bring the matter to the FSA group. Our issues 
with call processing were discussed at Chiefs, ACDC does not handle calls the same way we do and do not follow call 
processing protocols. Would like to adjust call processing, so ACDC transfers our calls to us, but they said no.  
 
ACDC wants to split call types and have shooting and stabbing be two types. Under EMD protocol it is not two types. 
Their entry of a shooting call, versus a person shot, delays ambulance response. Because we cannot agree on this matter 
in CAD Focus it will go to FSA and asking member to support not to allow the split. This issue creates more ICFs of calls 
that ACDC handled. Chief Spinazola noted the ETSB FSA group has not met due to the lack of agenda items, but there 
are items to address: MPS for the upgrade to be pushed from November to January is inacceptable. If we can work on 
this today, he will forward the items to the ETSB and call Chief Burke to ensure meetings take place.  DD Lamela agreed.  
Chief Fors suggested a meeting with Manager Klein before the next meeting and asked DD Lamela to create talking 
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points, and it was agreed. Chief Evans summarized the specifics being sought from the members of this group and the 
outcome.  
 
Training Coordinator Schretter noted if she is available to assist member with questions on the EFD protocol.  
 
DD Lamela noted the CAD stats were not in the packet. The ETSB asked to fix an issue and valid CAD stats will send to 
members when available.  
 
9. Adjournment 
At 8:55 a.m. Chief Spinazola made a motion to adjourn the meeting and Chief Kickert seconded. The motion was 
approved by voice vote. Meeting adjourned.  

 
The next Fire Operations Subcommittee meeting is January 19, 2023 – 8:00 a.m. at DU-COMM. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
Christine Keifer 
Christine Keifer 




